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I. INTRODUCTION
There are many processes in physics and chemistry where events occur irreversibly (on the time scale of interest) "filling" the sites of a lattice (the terminology of adsorption is adopted here for unification). These could be reactions on [one-dimensional (I-D)] polymer chains, chemisorption or reaction of attached groups at specific [two-dimensional (2-DJ] surface sites, or solid-state reactions at the sites of a [three-dimensional (3-D)] crystalline structure. In general, these processes are cooperative, i.e., the "filling" rates (which are the input to our model) depend on the occupancy state of sites in the neighborhood of those being filled.
We have previously analyzed the hierarchial form of the rate equations which govern the time evolution of probabilities of configurations of the subsets of sites. 1 The minimal closed hierarchy involves only "effectively connected" empty subconfigurations (which include single empty sites and configurations such that any site specified empty is within the cooperative range of some other such site). "Effectively connected" reduces to "connected" in the usual sense for nearest-neighbor (NN) cooperative effects. Exact and approximate truncation and solution techniques for this minimal hierarchy have been developed previously motivated by the following observation 1 : Suppose a wall of sites specified empty separates the lattice into disconnected regions and is sufficiently thick that an event is not simultaneously affected by the state of sites on both sides; then this wall shields sites on one side from the effect of those on the other.
Several workers 2 -6 have previously noted (for some simple I-D systems) that determination of probabilities of connected empty configurations does not allow one to calculate probabilities of clusters of > 2 filled sites or of (separated) two-point correlations. For these, it is necessary to consider extended hierarchies for probabilities of "effectively disconnected" empty subconfigurations. The only such previous analyses have been for simple processes on infinite, uniform I-D lattices. Plate et al. S considered filling of single sites with NN cooperative effects and calculated probabilities of severaJ Present address: Marycrest College, Davenport, Iowa 52804. al smaller disconnected empty configurations and filled clusters. WolF has given an elegant expression for the two-point correlation function for random dimer filling.
In Sec. II, we apply the above-mentioned exact and approximate truncation based methods of solution to the "effectively disconnected" empty hierarchies. In this work, we concentrate on determining various two-cluster correlations rather than probabilities for clusters of filled sites. We indicate that when using standard approximate truncation techniques, there is a fundamental restriction on the range of separations for which reliable results can be obtained. A modified truncation scheme appropriate to the determination of longer-range correlations is indicated. Several irreversible processes are considered including reaction on a 1-D, infinite, uniform polymer chain with NN cooperative effects, and with NN blocking and second NN cooperative effects; random dimer filling of NN sites on a I-D infinite, uniform lattice; both monomer adsorption with NN cooperative effects and random dimer filling of NN sites on a 2-D infinite, uniform square lattice.
The large separation asymptotic structure of the correlations is of particular interest. Consequently in Sec. III and IV we develop z-transform techniques to elucidate this behavior (analogous to the treatment in Ref. 6 of edge effects for a l-D semi-infinite system). Here equations for correlations are transformed with respect to the separation between clusters. Transformed quantities could be thought of as generating functions. For a system amenable to exact truncation and solution, the exact "fast decay" asymptotic form of the two-cluster correlations is obtained. The z-transform method suggests this behavior is characteristic of all irreversible processes. Results should be compared with the fundamentally slower "exponential decay" of equilibrium distributions. A brief comparison of corresponding (exactly determined) I-D and (approximately determined) 2-D behavior for two processes is made in Sec. V.
The following notation is used here. The probabilities of configurations 0' of subsets of sites specified either empty (unreacted) "0" or filled (reacted) "a" are denoted by /[0'].
represents the subset of n(m) sites specified "a" ("0"). Consider now a processes where filling ~ occurs at single sites j and the rate of filling, denoted 1'';'', depends on the configuration a j of the influencing environment (assumed finite here). If a equals {m J 0' then intuitively one has 1 (1.1)
Here a~ denotes the part of a j not overlapping {m J and the sum over a j * is required to take account of all possible configurations of the influencing environment ofsitej. Here probabilities on the right-hand side are converted to those involving only empty sites using 
II. SOLUTION VIA TRUNCATION OF (EFFECTIVELY) DISCONNECTED HIERARCHIES

A. Exact truncation and solution
Exact truncation and solution in closed form of the infinite hierarchies is only possible for certain processes on 1-D
7
or Bethe 8 lattices (except for random or "almost" random filling in higher dimensions 1,9). The most general process ~ at single sites on 1-D infinite, uniform lattices for which the minimal hierarchy is exactly solvable is where events are blocked by filled sites within a range r and influenced by sites within a range 2r + 1.
• 7
It is also possible to exactly solve the effectively disconnected hierarchies for such processes. We do not discuss the general case here but give two examples which demonstrate the basic features involved. The terms "empty" and "unreacted" will be used interchangeably here (as will "filled" and "reacted"). 
xl 000----0 + reflected terms,
The The fonn of (1.1) and (1.2) for probabilities of multiply disconnected empty configurations can also be made explicit. Now we invoke the shielding property of an adjacent pair of empty sites to exactly solve (2.1) and (2.2). From (2.1 b) one can readily show that, if cj.n denotes an n-tuple of empty conditioning sites, then one has 
(2.6a)
Quantities of prime interest are the two-point correlation functions
The identity which is the middle equality of (2.7), is proved using only conservation of probability 1 and thus holds for any distribution. All results given here will correspond to a choice of rates
(This relationship is valid for an Arrhenius fonn of the rates with pairwise additive activation energies.) In Fig. 1 (Fig. 2) 
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9=.5 Probabilities of multiply disconnected empty configurations can also be obtained exactly using shielding to truncate the corresponding hierarchial equations. The behavior of f[O~O] is analyzed in Sec. IV. Sometimes these quantities can be directly expressed in terms of simpler ones using shielding. For example, one has for n>2, It should be clear that, using shielding, the probability of any disconnected empty configuration can be written in terms of Example (ii) : Reaction of an initially completely unreacted infinite, uniform polymer chain; NN blocking and second NN cooperative effects.
Because of the NN blocking, the minimal closed hierarchy here involves only n-tuples of empty sites I2 .
13 (cf. general range two cooperative effects where it also includes certain disconnected configurations 13). The shielding property of a 4-tuple of empty sites guarantees that l . 12 . = exp{2q1 -2). Wolt'6 has analyzed the singly disconnected hierarchial equations
which after using the shielding property can be written as
(2.14)
. This result can be obtained simply using the techniques described in the next section. Note that at saturation t = 00, 1[00] = 0 so x = -2 and also
It is also true (but less obvious) that Table I It turns out thatf [o-o] Fig. 4 for the analogous 1-D process.
Next we consider the series of processes where filling of sites with <,m occupied NN is random but of those with> m is blocked (m = 0,1,2,3). In Fig. 7 , 1;;.3 (2.20) for"I" up to some arbitrary integer (see Table I .). Hereq [ot,6] and e [oo--o] are obtained from the third-order truncated 
III. BASIC z-TRANSFORM TECHNIQUES FOR TWO-CLUSTER CORRELATIONS
The large separation behavior of the spatial correlations for the I-D processes of examples (i) and (ii) clearly depends on the coupling structure of the disconnected hierarchy (correlations with a certain separation are coupled through their rate equations to those for a range of smaller separations). The same structure is apparent for processes on higher-dimensionallattices (and we have indicated that suitable approximate truncation schemes should preserve this structure). Here we present a technique, appropriate for treating equations with such structure, which is directed towards elucidating the asymptotic form of the large separation behavior of the correlations. It is first applied to the analysis of exact equations for two-cluster correlations for processes with NN cooperative effects in I-D [exactly solvable example (i)] and 2-D [example (iv)]. Next we treat the approximately truncated Eq. (2.20) for random dimer filling on a 2-D square lattice. In the next section some extensions to longer-range cooperative effects and multicluster correlations are discussed. Example (i) [~] . Since the/'s reduce to factored form (i.e., the e's vanish) in the large "m" limit, equations for these factored forms are simply obtained from (2,2) in the m-+oo limit. It thus readily follows that the e's obey the same equations as the corresponding /,s, i.e., (2.2), for m> 1. Given the coupling structure of (2.2), it is natural to consider the z-transformed quantities 00 [
1+1 ]
C z [00--00) = I :Ie 00----00 ,
Applying the z-transform to (2.2) for the e's and dividingby (d Idt )qz = -'To. oqz to obtain d Idqz equations (since we are not directly concerned with time dependence here), one obtains firstly for C z [00--00], 
The first integral in (3.4) equalspil-IF ( -2y, 1,1 + I,P2) and the second equalspU ~IM(I, 1+ 1, -2YP2)' whereF( ) and M ( ) are hypergeometric and confluent hypergeometric functions, respectively.18 Inserting standard series expansions for these functions, (3.4) becomes
From either (3.4) or (3.5) the "fast decay" behavior of this correlation is clear. An alternative approach involving iterative solution rather than z-transform of the coupled-I equations is given in Appendix B. 
Also a=r a . a/ro. 0 and all f's and c's appearing on the right-hand side are to be evaluated at Q2 = 1 -p. The fast decay behavior of the first term, similar to (3.4) and (3.5), is clear, however that of the remaining terms is less transparent. To clarify this, it is convenient to substitute from (3.4) for c [ ~o] . One may explicitly perform the sum over "k" which, in the case of the second term of (3.6), has the form
-(/-I)!:P P2 P . .
Thus the decay has the same form as the first term. Analysis of the third term is similar, except a contribution with a 1/(/-2)! factor results.
One may continue to analyze the behavior of c [ ~ ] in the same fashion. The same type of "fast decay" is again
factors is markedly different from the corresponding equilibrium, here Ising model, behavior which is characterized by exponential decay. More generally, we note that any nth-order spatially Markovian distribution (the Ising model distribution is firstorder) has spatial correlations exhibiting exponential decay (see Appendix A). Faster decay in irreversible (compared with equilibrium) distributions is anticipated since events oc-curing irreversibly have only one chance to correlate (during the transformation ~) rather than through continual interaction. Example (iv) specialized: (Monomer filling of an initially empty infinite, uniform square lattice, with NN blocking and rate k.)
In general, one could consider probabilities for configurations consisting of two clusters separated by various distances and directions (or the two-cluster correlations obtained from these by subtracting the product of probabilities for the individual clusters). However, only "horizontal" separations are considered here. Denote the two cluster correlations for
Now from (2.1),
The c's have zero initial values so the nonzero "source" for these comes from the I = 0 equations. The structure of the equations (for either f's or c's) suggests application of a ztransform (3.9) so The "higher-order" transformed equations all have a similar
Evans, Burgess, and Hoffman structure linear in z and the c's with z-independent source terms. Of course, Eq. (3.11) cannot be solved exactly, but to indicate the nature of the decay of the correlation, we first
integrate and invert the transform to obtain 12) where the prime (double prime) indicates that the functions are evaluated at
Note that
Our attempt to demonstrate the basic form of the asymptotic behavior of this correlation through the first term in (3.12) has met with mixed success. Although the first term is anticipated to make a significant contribution, this is also true of the second (q[ <,6~ §0] and q [ <, 6go] differ significantly for small I ' because of the limited shielding ability of the right-hand "<,6 " in the first q). A rigorous proof of the asymptotic "fast decay" would require an explicit sum over "k" to exhibit the behavior of the second term (the k = 1-1 term by itself has 1/(/-I)! behavior). However, heuristically, we expect the same type offast decay behavior in two (and higher) dimensions as discovered in the above 1-0 process. The inability to propagate correlation through continual interaction suggests faster decay than that of the corresponding 2-D equilibrium distributions which is exponential (to infinite separation value).19 Further indication of general "fast decay" behavior comes from the formal density expansion for correlations with separation I which has a lead term with 1/ (/-c) structure of the e[ ~] equations, has ensured a "fast" asymptotic decay of these two-point correlations.
IV. EXTENDED z-TRANSFORM TECHNIQUES FOR MUL TICLUSTER CORRELATIONS AND LONGER-RANGE COOPERATIVE EFFECTS
In examples (i) and (iv) involving NN cooperative effects, two cluster correlations with separation "I" are coupled directly through their rate equations to ones with "1-1," but not shorter, separations. Correspondingly, in expressions for these, 1/(/-c)! type factors, where e = 0(1), naturally appear. Not surprisingly, the random dimer filling problems exhibits similar behavior. For such correlations in more general cooperative processes, we expect the decay to be characterized most naturally in terms of separation measured in units of the cooperative range (cf. Fig. 5 ). Consider, for example, a 1-0 system with range R cooperative effects. To clearly exhibit the above-mentioned decay behavior, we modify the z-transform as follows. Set The appropriate form ofthez-transform for general cooperative processes should be clear from the above discussion. Consider for example a process on a 2-D square or 3-D cubic lattice where an event is cooperatively influenced by the state of surrounding sites that can be reached in R or less steps of a single lattice vector. Then az-transform of the form (4.1) is appropriate for examination of two-cluster correlations in any principal lattice direction.
Finally, we consider the analysis of "effectively" multiply disconnected configurations where it is natural to implement multiple z-transforms (with one transform variable for each separating distance). We illustrate this technique with a simple example.
Example (i) revisited:
Reaction on an initially unreacted, infinite, uniform polymer chain; NN cooperative effects and l' a . 0 = 1'0. a • The simplest non trivially doubly disconnected quantity that one can consider here is / [ o~o ]. Starting with (2.1) and (2.2) for these/'S, and implementing the shielding property of adjacent pairs of empty sites, specifically (2.8a), one obtains for I, k> 1, To these we apply the double z-transform
I, k>O (4.4) using such results as 
V. DISCUSSION
The aim of this work is to elucidate the coupling structure of the hierarchy equations for (effectively) disconnected empty configurations as well as the behavior of the corresponding probabilities, particularly two-cluster correlations. For exactly solvable I-D processes, the latter exhibit large separation asymptotic "fast" decay behavior quite different from the slower exponential equilibrium-type decay.
Similar behavior is anticipated for general irreversible processes on 1-, 2-, and 3-D lattices. We have remarked that 1-D distributions satisfying an nth-order spatial Markovian property will have spatial correlations exhibiting exponential decay. Consequently in developing approximate truncation schemes for I-D processes not amenable to exact solution, one must ensure that these do not impose such a Markovian property leading to spurious exponential decay of correlations. Similar considerations apply in higher dimension [note our treatment leading to (2.20) and (3.13)].
It is instructive to compare our results for corresponding 1-and 2-D systems. Consider first random dimer filling on the I-D linear and 2-D square lattices. In both cases uration) . To understand these results, suppose that some specific site is filled. Then for low coverage: (a) this enhances the (conditional) probability (abovef [a] ) that the site to the right is filled (by the same dimer). This constitutes one of 2 (4) Table I ).
For comparison, consider a process corresponding to monomer filling with NN cooperative effects on a 1-D linear and 2-D square lattice. Suppose a filled NN inhibits the adsorption rate. If some specific site is filled than this clearly inhibits the (conditional) probability (below f [a] ) that a neighbor is occupied, which in tum enhances the probability that a site two away is occupied, etc .. Finally, we remark on some extensions and alternative applications of the methods developed here. First, a similar treatment could be given for irreversible cooperative processes on lattices involving several different competing types of events (where exact results are again available for certain 1-D processes).21 Second, for processes on lattices which are, e.g., semi-infinite or have defective clusters, probabilities of subconfigurations are naturally labeled by the displacement from the edge or defects. Coupling structure with respect to these labels is similar to that observed here and analogous techniques are appropriate.
6 Such analyses will be presented in later work. 3062 J. 
General two-cluster correlations are calculated similarly and also have exponential decay. The equilibrium, Ising model, lattice gas distribution is, in fact, spatially Markovian and 22 . Finally, we note that an equilibrium lattice-gas distribution with range "n" interactions is nth-order spatially Markovian.
APPENDIX B: ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF (2.6c)
Here we present an iterative solution of (2.6c) for 
